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This glossary addresses the complex nature of poverty and raises some conceptual and measurement issues related to poverty in the public health literature, with a focus on poor countries.

What is poverty? Far from simple, poverty is multidimensional in its symptoms, multivariate in its causes, dynamic in its trajectory, and quite complex in its relation to health. Concern about poverty, and its association with health, is as old as public health itself. In fact, historians trace the origins of public health back to the socioeconomic and health problems generated by rapid industrialisation during the Victorian era in Britain. It was the publication in 1842 of Chadwick’s monograph on the sanitary conditions of the working classes and the subsequent public health act of 1848 that marked the “golden age” of public health. However, modern public health as a discipline stemmed largely out of the study of poverty with the pioneering work of Booth in London and Rowntree in York at the turn of the 20th century.

The first published poverty studies did not use an empirical definition of poverty but rather estimated poverty in relative terms by evaluating overall conditions of income, food, clothing, shelter, and the like. In subsequent decades, central debates regarding the definition of basic needs, the role of income compared with human deprivations in the persistence of poverty, as well as the contribution of social ties and systems in reproducing and/or alleviating poverty came to the fore. The past 30 years in particular have shown significant leaps in the conceptualisation and application of poverty measures as well as in the integration of disciplines such as sociology, psychology, anthropology, and philosophy with the more traditional area of economics to resolve critical shortfalls in poverty studies. The result has been the emergence of multidimensional conceptions of poverty within the long established discourse of material deprivation.

Ultimately, however, conceptions of poverty are based upon societal values and norms. With the evolution of poverty definitions has come increased debate on issues of social and distributive justice, moral philosophy, and political responsibility. While explication of the full range of these topics is beyond the scope of this glossary, it is none the less important to note their role in the construction of the current poverty discourse. This glossary addresses the complex nature of poverty and raises a number of conceptual and measurement issues related to poverty in the public health literature, with a focus on poor countries.

**ECONOMIC POVERTY**

Economic poverty refers to a deficiency in the amount of financial resources a household has to meet its basic needs, which can be defined in either absolute or relative terms.

**Absolute poverty** refers to the set of resources a person must acquire to maintain a minimum standard of living for survival. It is therefore “a matter of acute deprivation, hunger, premature death and suffering.” From a human rights perspective, it is the responsibility of nations to ensure that its citizens have access to a level of goods that meet their basic right to health and wellbeing. To affirm this commitment, the international community has signed on to the goal of halving severe poverty by the year 2015 as the first of eight millennium development goals.

**Relative poverty** is concerned with how worse off an individual or household is with respect to others in the same society. It does not necessarily reflect vulnerability to mortality or acute suffering, but rather the level of inequality in a given context. In such a circumstance, the inability to access goods or services that are considered norm could render a person poor. As far back as 1776, Adam Smith recognised the relativity of needs by defining “necessaries” as “not only the commodities which are indispensably necessary for the support of life, but whatever the custom of the country renders it indecent for credible people, even of the lowest order, to be without.”

More recently, Townsend defined relative poverty to be the level of deprivation at which individuals are unable to “play the roles, participate in the relationships, and follow the customary behavior which is expected of them by virtue of their membership in society.” Wilkinson argues that one should no longer speak of an absolute, but rather, relative deprivation of resources.

**Absolute poverty lines**, then, are threshold below which households cannot maintain a minimum standard of living. With the exception of the USA, they are most often used in developing world contexts. In the developed world, **relative income poverty lines** are more often used to calculate poverty levels. In this case, the poverty threshold is commonly set at 50% of the country’s median household income. Another method is to compare the difference of expenditures between
the top fifth and lowest fifth of a population. As inequality tends to influence people’s perceptions of poverty, such assessments may serve to highlight potential causes of social and political tensions. Ultimately, however, the level at which any poverty line is set may be considered arbitrary and debatable. The real value of any poverty line lies in maintaining a measure for comparisons within and among groups over time.

The measurement of economic poverty entails defining a threshold (that is, line) that distinguishes the poor from the non-poor and examining the income or consumption levels of people in reference to that threshold. To establish a poverty line, four basic issues need to be addressed: type of data to be used (income compared with expenditure), construction of a basic needs basket, unit of analysis (individual versus family versus household), as well as the determination of a reference. To be useful, poverty lines should be internally consistent, have broad public acceptance, and be easy to implement.

The poverty line can be based on either income or expenditure data. While income data are commonly used to measure standard of living, they suffer from many measurement problems (for example, underreporting), especially in developing countries. Expenditure data, on the other hand, contain monetary values for goods consumed and so may be used to price a basic needs basket. Although expenditure data are often assumed to better estimate need than income data, they may simply reflect personal choices of resource allocation or prudence during low income periods. Convention is to use expenditure data to calculate needs in constructing the poverty line and income data to examine which households meet a minimum standard of living, or their basic needs.

Several approaches have been taken to establish a basic needs basket. Firstly, it is possible to identify the minimum energy intake necessary for subsistence (for example, 2200 calories/day) and establish the line as the income below which a person would be unable to meet this need. A multiplier may be added to account for non-food necessities, or alternatively, the equivalent amount may be added to the line by identifying their share of total expenditure at the minimum energy intake. This method was established by Orshansky in the USA in the early 1960s and was widely adopted by many other countries as well. Recent recommendations to update the US poverty line have included food, clothing, shelter, and a multiplier to account for non-food necessities, which a person would be unable to meet this need. A poverty line and income data to examine which households contain monetary values for goods consumed and so may be used to price a basic needs basket. Although expenditure data are often assumed to better estimate need than income data, they may simply reflect personal choices of resource allocation or prudence during low income periods. Convention is to use expenditure data to calculate needs in constructing the poverty line and income data to examine which households meet a minimum standard of living, or their basic needs.

Several approaches have been taken to establish a basic needs basket. Firstly, it is possible to identify the minimum energy intake necessary for subsistence (for example, 2200 calories/day) and establish the line as the income below which a person would be unable to meet this need. A multiplier may be added to account for non-food necessities, or alternatively, the equivalent amount may be added to the line by identifying their share of total expenditure at the minimum energy intake. This method was established by Orshansky in the USA in the early 1960s and was widely adopted by many other countries as well. Recent recommendations to update the US poverty line have included food, clothing, shelter, and a multiplier to account for non-food necessities, which a person would be unable to meet this need. A poverty line and income data to examine which households meet a minimum standard of living, or their basic needs.

In measuring poverty, the unit of analysis may be defined as the household, family, or individual. Typically, poverty is measured at the household or family level because this entity constitutes a natural income pooling unit. Poverty lines based on the individual, although ideal in their level of representation, cannot be easily constructed because of the lack of data on individual income/expenditure. The family as a unit of analysis can be very useful for policy purposes as public assistance programmes are often based on family types. Also, while households may represent more than one consumption unit, the family most often represents only one consumption unit. For practical purposes, however, the household is generally considered the standard unit of analysis in poverty research because most international surveys collect information at the household level.

The reference household is usually the most demographically represented—that is, the household composition of largest proportion in the population. The spending patterns of this reference are then used as the basis for calculating poverty lines for other household types in the population.

**Equivalence scales** are used to adjust the poverty line for various household sizes and compositions. They are based on the idea that the household is not necessarily equal to the sum of its parts. In other words, individuals within the household may have varying needs and consumption demands. For example, while an adult may require a certain energy diet for subsistence, a child may need much less. In this case, one may not equate the cost of these two individuals in the household. In the same vein, while living alone may cost a set amount, addition of another adult leads to a situation of pooled consumption in which both individuals may share in the use of certain public goods (for example, shelter, food, heating). In this case, adding a person to the household also does not add up to the sum of the two parts. This phenomenon is referred to as economies of scale. Although the OECD equivalence scale is commonly used in the literature, it is important to note that a variety of equivalent scales are available and each may systematically affect the absolute or relative levels of poverty apparent in a given population.

Although current poverty lines are invaluable in assessing poverty and inequality between households, they are ineffective in capturing disparities within households. As poverty statistics are generally collected through household living standard surveys, the relative needs and consumption patterns of individual members are not adequately taken into account. This can be a significant limitation because if it is possible for non-poor households to contain poor individuals. For example, in the case of women, a significant literature has emerged discussing gender inequities in poverty and health outcomes because of discrimination in intra-household distribution of resources.

A potentially more efficient method of determining a poverty line, however, is through what is called the “minimum income question,” or MIQ. This method simply asks people how much they need to “make ends meet” using a direct survey question. The monetary values derived from this question can then be compared with actual household income (resources) after appropriate adjustments for household size and composition, to derive a subjective poverty line. Recent studies have found this subjective poverty line similar to those that are calculated using traditional, “objective” methods. If proved to be a robust approach to determine minimum living standards, the MIQ could significantly reduce the time, effort and resources needed to establish poverty lines in the future. It would also allow for more flexible and frequent inter-country and intra-country poverty analyses.

**Vulnerability** refers to the risk a person or group may have of crossing the poverty line. It describes the probability of becoming poor and is a function of external shocks and stresses. Some researchers note the dual risks experienced by such groups: that of external threats to livelihood and security (for example, climate, market collapse, etc) and the lack of internal preparedness for times of crises.

The *transient poor* refers to those groups whose resources are only slightly above the poverty line and who have little insurance or assets to withstand external shocks. They may cross over the poverty line frequently (“the churning poor”) or only occasionally.

The *chronic poor* are those whose resources are severely below established needs and so they suffer from persistent deprivation. To make reference to the levels at which a person, household, or group falls below the poverty line, researchers often refer to the depth of poverty. The depth of poverty, as well as its incidence, can be measured using the poverty gap measure. The poverty gap is the mean shortfall from the poverty line (counting the non-poor as having zero shortfall), expressed as a percentage of the poverty line.
Panel data are often required to distinguish the transient poor from the chronic poor. Common practice is to collect income/consumption data at the household level and follow the same households over time. Groups are then identified as chronic compared with transient poor based on the duration and/or frequency of days spent living below the poverty line over a time period.

**HUMAN POVERTY AND CAPABILITIES**

*Human poverty* is defined by “impoverishment in multiple dimensions—deprivations in a long and healthy life, in knowledge, in a decent standard of living, in participation.” For example, food life. A functioning commodity into valued functionings in the context of one's development, freedom, and deprivation of human capabilities (rather than income deprivation).

The human poverty index, or HPI, includes measures of life expectancy, illiteracy, access to healthcare and other public services in addition to the percentage of under 5 mortality. It allows for intra-country and inter-country comparisons that attenuate comparability of income based measures over time.

However, there are weighting problems associated with any composite index, and the HPI is no exception. Also, presenting human poverty by an overall index number can cloud the effects of inequalities within social groups (for example, gender, ethnicity, socioeconomic status). One possible remedy is to provide disaggregated estimates of the HPI, though this practice has yet to become widely adopted because of scarcity of resources.

Despite measurement shortfalls of the HPI, one of its greatest successes has been that of enlisting the support of economists in the conceptual shift toward understanding poverty as a deprivation of human capabilities. As such, the “capabilities approach” extends the concept of human poverty by drawing distinct connections between development, freedom, and deprivation of human capabilities (rather than income deprivation).

Capabilities refer to the ability of a person to convert commodities into valued functionings in the context of one’s life. A functioning, according to Sen, is “an achievement of a person; what he manages to do or to be.” For example, food is a commodity that enables a person to satisfy hunger and to provide enough to measure. And yet for a person to convert this commodity into daily “functioning”, she must have the capability (that is, good health) to do so. As such, commodities have no intrinsic value in the absence of a person’s ability to convert goods into achievements.

Going further, capabilities may be defined as the substantive freedoms an individual exercises to live a lifestyle she deems valuable. Choices are made through evaluative and reflective processes that lead to valuation rankings of the individual’s priorities. The result of exercising one’s choices not only affords a person freedom, but is itself only achievable through the utilisation of one’s freedoms. Freedom, in this case, is considered both the ends and the means of development. Sen identified five instrumental freedoms for the process of development to mature: political freedom, economic facilities, social opportunities, transparency guarantees, and protective security.

The most challenging aspect of the capabilities approach is its operationalisation. While Sen insists on leaving the “capabilities space” undefined, Martha Nussbaum criticises Sen for not “taking a stand” on what the central capabilities should be. If the capabilities approach is to be relevant and useful for interpersonal comparisons, she asserts, then it needs to move beyond theory toward an objective normative framework. To do this, she establishes a list of 10 capabilities considered to be the universal minimum a government must guarantee its citizens to have fulfilled its role in the development process. It includes the right to (1) life (preventing premature death); (2) bodily health (to be adequately nourished and have shelter); (3) bodily integrity (control over bodily boundaries, including protection from assault); (4) senses, imagination, and thought (to use the senses and reason, cultivated by adequate education and protected by political freedoms); (5) emotions (free to love, grieve etc); (6) practical reason (freedom to form a personal conception of the good and to plan one’s own life); (7) affiliation (freedom to engage in various social interactions); (8) interaction with other species (to interact freely with nature); (9) play (to laugh, play, and enjoy recreational activities); and (10) control over one’s environment (guarantees of political participation, ownership of property, and equal employment opportunity). It is arguable however if and how governments could guarantee its citizens “senses”, or “imagination”.

**MULTIDIMENSIONAL POVERTY**

A growing number of studies are exploring how the poor themselves conceptualise poverty. While the results of these studies can vary depending on regional concerns and interests, certain themes seem to resonate widely and have highlighted the multidimensionality of poverty.

**Multidimensional poverty** concedes of deprivation not only as lack of material resources but also as deficiency in other important areas such as social capital, human capital, power, and voice. The World Bank’s “voices of the poor” study, the largest participatory poverty assessment of its kind, found that rather than income, the poor are more likely to describe their reality in terms of physical, human, social, and environmental assets.

Assets refer to resources the poor can use to manage or reduce their risk of vulnerability to external shocks. Assets may be tangible or intangible (for example, land, friends, education) and can mediate a broad array of potential hardships ranging from drought to sudden family illness.

Social exclusion focuses on the processes of marginalisation. Specifically, it refers to “the societal and institutional processes that exclude certain groups from full participation in the social, economic, cultural and political life of societies.” While it is true that a person can be economically deprived without being socially excluded, the two experiences are strongly correlated. Social exclusion may lead to economic poverty directly by means of lacking social networks that provide opportunities or indirectly via disparities in the power structures of society.

An extensive research on the relations between social capital, income inequality, and health outcomes has also emerged in recent years providing even more insight into the negative consequences of social inequalities from a social justice perspective.

The ability of a group to express its concerns and determine its future is related to its level of power in society. As Narayan points out, “All societies are built from social groups rather than individuals, and these groups determine attitudes, beliefs, identities and values, as well as access to resources and opportunities—and ultimately access to power. Since most groups are not homogeneous, but are divided by class, caste, religion and ethnicity, groups differ in their access to resources and power.”

Max Weber defines *power* as the probability that someone, in a social relationship, will be able to achieve his or her will (that is, what is desired), despite resistance and regardless of the bases upon which the probability rests. On a related note, Narayan defines *empowerment* as “the expansion of
assets and capabilities of people who participate in, negotiate with, influence, control, and hold accountable institutions that affect their lives.15-22

It is clear that power, or access to positions and institutions that allow individuals to influence change for the interests of their groups, is a requisite for the acquisition of voice in society. Social capital, social support, and social networks can play an important part in the attainment of such positions, and so these concepts are inextricably related.11

POVERTY AND HEALTH

While it is true that poverty lends itself toward ill health, it is also true that ill health can put people at risk of becoming poor. This double edged fate has led many researchers to focus their attention on the important link between poverty and ill health.24-26 The 2000/2001 World Development Report named health as a key dimension of poverty and discussed issues that must be addressed to mitigate this factor.

A growing body of literature points to significant disparities in mortality and morbidity outcomes between populations of varying socioeconomic status.51-62 Social and economic determinants of health, therefore, are playing a greater part in the discourse of poverty. As Roberts puts it, “the determinants of [health] inequalities, in both developed and less developed countries, are social and economic, and so remedial action must also be social and economic.”11 In this quest, greater efforts are being made to distinguish health inequalities from health inequities54-64 and social inequalities from social inequities,33 and to bring to the fore the injustices that play a part in perpetuating the situation of poverty and ill health for the world’s most disadvantaged populations. Indeed, advocates for the poor are increasingly approaching poverty alleviation from a health and human rights perspective. Highlighting issues of inequality and social injustice,11 there is a need to shift the policy agenda toward addressing the institutional biases that contribute to the persistence of poverty while calling for more accountability and transparency in the search for new solutions.
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**APHORISM OF THE MONTH**

"Less is usually more."

Public health professionals must learn to become minimalists. Less is usually more. What is needed in public health is the least intervention that makes the biggest difference. The search for turning points, or turnkeys, should inform our efforts to mobilise resources for health.

**JRA, Lowell Levin**